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FEW SUBJECTS HAVE FEATURED so  frequently in the  pages  of The  Ricardian  as
the  fate  of the two  little  princes  in the Tower, yet it remains one of the most
controversial topics not  only in  Richard  III’s  own controversial career  but in the
whole  course  of English history.  Among all this  disagreement.  however, all
protagonists  have  evidently overlooked  one  element  of  common  ground.  Hitherto
we have all  accepted  that  they died  after  the end of the  reign  of the elder of the
two, Edward  V: that is,  after  25 June  1483, for  their  uncle  Richard 111 dated  his
reign from  26 June.  Whether  for  days, weeks.  months. years or  decades, we all
supposed  that  Edward  V  outlived  his  reign.  This consensus.  however, is now at an
end.  In  a  recent article  in the reputable academic journal  Northern History
Dr  Richmond  has claimed that both princes  died  at the hands of  their  uncle
Richard and/or Buckingham  on 22  June  I483.  three  days before  the  official ending
of  Edward  V‘s reign.I King Edward V lhus oulrcigncd  his  life.  At a strokc
Richmond  has not  only concluded all the  controversies  about  the  date. the mode.
and the  responsibility for their  deaths, he has also  rewritten  the whole usurpation
story and  proved  correct  the worst  assessments of the character of  Richard  III
himself.  Professional  and  amateur  historians alike have all  been  shown  to be  fools
for  inexplicably neglecting unambiguous  evidence  long available in  print.  What's
the  point  in  going on? The  Richard  III Society may as  well  pack up. But  first  it is
best to check that Dr Richmond is  right.  This  paper  looks critically at his case.

The  crucial  piece of  evidence  is in the  Anlaby cartulary, which  has  been  in
Cambridge  University‘s FitzWilliam  Museum  since 1932  and  which  was published
by the  great  M. R. James as  long ago as  1934.  It  states  unambiguously that
Edward  V  reigned  for two months and  eight days.  was  killed  on 22  June, and
nobody knows  where he is  buried.  Sunday 22 June was  a  day when the bastardy
of the  princes  was  first  preached. It  immediately preceded  the Duke of
Buckingham’s assertion of Richard‘s claim at the  Guildhall  on Tuesday and the
accession of Richard III on Thursday. Whereas  Richard  is  commonly accused of
murdering his  nephews  after  securing the  crown.  in this  scenario  he  prepared  the
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ground  for his usurpation by quietly eliminating them  beforehand. It  makes
political  sense.

Whilst  there can be no evidence to confirm the accuracy of the date of
22 June, for no other source  —  not even Sir Thomas More — attempts to date the
murders, Dr Richmond has certainly done his  best  to find supporting evidence.
Four pieces are cited. First of  all, the  most  reliable contemporary narrator, the
Italian Dominic Mancini, records that  even  before his departure in  July the
princes had disappeared from  sight  and were suspected to be. already dead.
Secondly, a  cryptic  Cely letter  dating between 13 and 26 June expresses fear for
their  lives.  Thirdly, ‘the  chronicle recently discovered by R. F. Green implicates
the Duke of  Buckingham, who was ‘at his  most powerful in  these June  weeks’ and
thus  best  placed to  commit  the crime  then, clearly with  Richard's  connivance.
And  finally, on 28 June Richard created  John  Howard as Duke of Norfolk, a  title
held by the younger of the two princes and  thus  available to him  only on the  boy’s
death. It all fits.

And yet the whole scenario  seems inherently improbable.  Why perpetuate
the reign of the  young king for three  days  beyond his natural  life  and shorten  one’s
own by the same span? Why take the  final, fatal, step of killing him before
securing the succession for oneself? Suppose  news  of the murders leaked out in
advance of  Richard’s  accession? Suppose  that  the Londoners refused  absolutely
to accept the bastardy story and rejected Richard’s  claim?  There  could  be no
going back.  Mere speculation, of course, but  5  eculation  based  on the
presumption  that  Richard  killed  the princes (if he did to secure his position and
that  it was  taking unnecessary risks to  kill them  first. And why should we accept
this version of events in preference to all the  others, especially the  circumstantial
accounts of Sir Thomas More and Polydore  Vergil?

Let us begin  with  the supporting evidence.  The problem  here  is  that  it is all
well-known  and successive historians have  found  it perfectly compatible  with
other  dates.  Only George Cely’s  letter  and Howard’s creation  exclude July and
then only if we  ignore  the ambiguities  that  they contain. The letter has been
known  for many years, but we do not  know  his sources of information, if any. He
fears for the princes (and, indeed, Gloucester, Howard and Northumberland):
he does not know or  state  whether  they are  indeed  dead.2 Similarly Howard’s
creation can be read in these terms  only if Richard  thought  the  young prince to
have  been  rightly duke.  Howard was the  rightful  coheir of the Mowbray dukes
and had  been  excluded from his  inheritance only by an  unjust  act of parliament.3
Richard may have  thought likewise  and it may be for  this  reason  that  he
transferred the  duchy even  during his nephew's  lifetime.

Even  Mancini’s  testimony is not decisive:
after  Hastings  was removed, all the  attendants  who had  waited  upon  the  king were
debarred  access to  him.  He and his brother were  withdrawn into  the  inner  apartments
of the  Tower  proper, and day by day began  to be  seen  more rarely behind  the  bars  and
windows, until they ceased to be  seen altogether.

His narrative describes  a  gradual process, yet it can  have  amounted  only to about
a  month, since, as  Richmond  says:  ‘The  “already” must refer to the  time  between
Hastings’s  murder on 13 June and Mancini’s departure from  England  in July’. He
then  goes further: ‘Mancini may as well have been discussing a period of days as of
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weeks’.  By this he  means  the  nine  days  from  13  June  to 22 June. But he has
forgotten  that the  younger  prince  came  to the  Tower  only on  Monday 16  June.
which  reduces the timescale to less  than  a  week before  the  Anlaby cartulary‘s
supposed date  of death. Was  Mancini  referring specifically to a  period  of six  days
completed two to  four  weeks ago?  That  surely strains Mancini‘s testimony too far.
He merely refers  to suspicions current  in July.

As for R. F. Green‘s  chronicle,  it is a  late  and  inaccurate  copy of  a  London
chronicle.  probably written  by 1487.  The  unknown  author does not  seem  to have
been  well-informed  and his  work  is valued almost  solely for  this  annal,4 which  is
ambiguous and  subject  to  different  interpretations. all of  which.  so  far.  have
placed the  murder  of the  princes  in  Richard’s reign  and not  before.  There  is no
evidence  that the  chronicler  thought  otherwise.  - '

We are thus thrown back on the  Anlaby cartulary. The relevant  entries  were
‘  made  in the cartulary after 1509  —  a  quarter  of  a century after  the event that

interests us. We do not know who the annalist was or  whether  he had access to
special  information. We have to  assess his evidence from  the internal  evidence  of
the.five annals for  which  he was  responsible  and  which  Dr  Richmond  kindly
records: . -  - .  '

1. That  Henry VI was  buried  at  Windsor.  which  is correct. and that he
reigned  for 38  years 6  months 18  days.  which is  not.  He  actually reigned  for 38
years  6  months 3  days.  The  chronicler does  not  know when  he  died  and  omits  any

'  reference  to  Henry’s  second reign  and his first  interment at  Chertsey Abbey.  '
,  2.  Edward  IV was  crowned  on 28 June and was  buried  at  Windsor, both of

which  are correct, but died on  9  April 1484  [r'ecte 1483] and  reigned  for 22 years
1  month  8  days [recte  22:1:5], both of  which  are  wrong. .

3. The  Edward  V  entry.  .Apart  from the  reference  to his death and  burial,
this states that  he  reigned  for  2  months  8 days, which  is wrong. There  are  2  months
14 days from  9  April  to 22 June and  2  months 18 days  from  9  April  to 26 June.
_  4. Richard III was  crowned  on  6  J uly, killed  in  I485, and  buried  at Leicester,
all of  which  is  correct, and  reigned  2  years 2  months 5  days. which  is not. 26  June
tod22  August  is  2  years  1  month 28 days; 22  June  to 22  August  is  2  years  2  months
1  ay. ' . '  .

’ 5.  Henry VII was crowned  on 30 October  1485, died at London on 2]  April
1509, and was  buried  at  Westminster [all correct] and  reigned  for 23  years
8  months 17  days, which  is  wrong.  He  actually reigned  for 23  years  6  months
1  day:  21 Au ust  1485  to 21 April  1509; 23 years 6  months exactly from  22  August.
Henry dated  is  regnal  years from  21  August. the day before  Bosworth.  '

Except for the  date  of  Edward  V's death. all  this  is commonplace information  in
the public  domain, yet most of it is  wrong and  gives  us  little  ground  for  optimism.
At the  very least our  unknown  annalist  has  little  head for  figtires.  Even  if he is
relying on an earlier  source  and  mistaking the roman numerals, as some of his
errors  suggest.  this is no  ground  for  trusting what  he has to say. He shows no  Other
signs  of first-hand  knowledge.  Edward V’s  murder  and his  secret  burial were
probably .commonplaces when  he  wrote.  His mistake  about  the duration of
Edward  V’s  reign  does  not  suggest  that  he saw any special significance  in the  date
of 22  June, nor  indeed  that he attributed any greater  weight  to his one  original fact
than to any of the others. Was the date of 22 June  a mistake  for 26  June?  Was he
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merely assuming that  the  date  of death  coincided with  his successor’s  accession, as
it  normally did?  We cannot tell. Certainly we have no  grounds  here  for  supposing
that  he deliberately picked a  date before  the end of  Edward  V’s  reign, to trust
either his  sources  or  memory, or to allow his  ill-informed  annals to  outweigh  five
centuries of historical tradition.  Far  from  outreigning his  life, Edward V  outlived
his reign.  We are all still in business and the Richard [11 Society still has a  role.

There  are  wider  lessons to be learned  from  all this.  Naturally we are all
anxious to find new chronicles to settle some of the disputed issues about Richard
111.  Let us  hope  we  succeed.  The  existing narratives  have  been  much  criticised,
not least by Ricardians. but we  should recognize  that they are rather  good. Mere
annals like  the  Anlaby cartulary and R. F.  Green’s  London notes are far  inferior:
scrappy, inaccurate,  anonymous,  and  probably poorly informed.  The occasional
snippets  of  original  information  that they contain  need  to be  weighed critically
against  our other  sources  before  they are  accepted  at  face value.  In  this  case, the
conclusion  is  overwhelming.  We have  been  quite right  to  ignore  the  Anlaby
annals for the past fifty years. We  should continue  to  ignore  them in  future.
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